Murphy Consulting provides affordable multifamily housing developers, managers and owners
with the training, resources and guidance they
need to successfully access and navigate the HUD
Secure System, submit HUD 2530 Previous
Participation Certifications and resolve HUD
Flags. Our clients include large and small
companies, independent operators, and forprofit and non-profit organizations across the
country.
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Experienced and results driven, Murphy Consulting
has earned its reputation for success by providing
clients nationwide with the assistance they need
to resolve problems and meet deadlines.
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To help your business succeed, contact us at
443-352-3526 or visit us online at
www.MurphyConsultingSvs.com

HUD 2530’s
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HUD Secure System Access

“If you want it done right, just
ask Denise murphy. Before we
recognize potential problems,

Is the process frustrating?
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Do you have a headache?
106 Old Court Road, Suite 101
Baltimore, Maryland 21208

finish line.” — Continental Title

Are the manuals confusing?
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She keeps everyone’s eye on the
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she’s already provided solutions.
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WHAT WE DO
HUD Secure System
> Frustrated setting up Coordinators and Users?
> Never have access to what you need?
> Can’t get through to the HUD Help Desk?
Murphy Consulting provides straightforward
instructions to guide you through the twists
and turns of WASS set-up. Our comprehensive
approach considers all your access needs: APPS,
EIV, iMAX, LOCCS, PASS and more.

“What started as a complete
mess has turned into a smooth
process.” — CommonBond Communities

HUD 2530 & APPS
> HUD 2530 giving you a headache?
> APPS system confusing?
> HUD’s Manual overwhelming?
Murphy Consulting assists developers, managers
and owners frustrated with the dreaded HUD
2530 Previous Participation reporting.
Whether you file the paper form or an APPS
electronic submission, gaining HUD’s approval
relies on prompt, accurate preparation.

HUD Flags

Murphy On-Call™

> Startled by unexpected HUD Flags?
> Puzzled about how to resolve them?
> Wish you could predict or prevent them?

Obtain answers today to your HUD Secure
System questions. Using either our Affordable
Retainer Program or Hourly Rate Contract, you
can add the experts at Murphy Consulting
to your team.

Murphy Consulting works to resolve your HUD
Flags and to identify Flags before they impede
approvals. Anticipating, resolving and preventing HUD Flags keeps our clients out of DEC,
HQ and PPSD review.

HOW WE DO IT

Outsourced Coordinator
Get relief from HUD Secure System headaches
and free up key employees by outsourcing User
registration and oversight, 2530 submissions
and other critical tasks to an experienced
Coordinator at Murphy Consulting.

Classes on Demand
Attend the training you need at your location,
our location or via webinar. Schedule costeffective group training on topics ranging from
2530 submissions or EIV access to REAC appeals
or HUD Flag resolution. Classes vary from 2
hours to 2 days, depending on your needs.

“Being able to outsource our
HUD 2530 work has saved us a
tremendous amount of staff
time and cost.” — Victory Housing

Personal Program
Receive one-on-one help with registration, access,
submissions and roadblocks encountered along
the way. Murphy Consulting’s reasonable Fixed
Fee Program identifies your needs, creates a
plan to reach your goals and assists you with
execution and success.

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR YOU
> Timely answers to your urgent questions
> More time for core responsibilities
> Critical deadlines met

And best of all . . .

> No more headaches!
“We were generally unsuccessful
and terribly frustrated with
APPS and EIV, then we met Murphy
consulting.” — Goodwill Industries
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